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Introduction

Cognitive Theatre Studies is an attempt to apply cognitive linguistic research to the field of Theatre Studies (MCCONACHIE and HART 2006; COOK 2006). As a developing field, it has received considerable attention; for the area is essentially an intersection of linguistics, literature, and performance arts. However, despite the field’s increasing popularity, we observe that cognitive approach to the translation of theatrical plays need more scholarly attention, which constitutes a scientific niche, and is what we will discuss in this article. We aim to discuss how the concepts of LIFE and DEATH are reflected in one of the most recognizable soliloquys in Shakespeare’s *Hamlet* and its three versions in Ukrainian.

In Theatre Studies, plays by Shakespeare have been a primary focus of scholarly attention. Shakespeare is renowned as a literary genius and has been considered so since his own lifetime (HONAN 2003; POTTER 2012). Shakespeare is seen as difficult for a modern reader (CRYSTAL 2003). As one of the founders of English literary language, he is known for coining a vast volume of lexis (BUSSE 2002: 66). What is more, Morozov (1954) points out that Shakespeare employed a strategy of meaning widening, using words belonging to all stylistic layers of the vocabulary of his époque, such as neologisms, borrowings, synonymy and polysemy, metaphors and other figures of speech. All of these factors make Shakespeare difficult not only to read but also to translate. That is why the translators are often advised to use ‘Shakespearean grammars’ and ‘Shakespearean dictionaries’ (see GARAMJAN 2011) when approaching his works. Yet, the language of the original is often much more
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than a mere reference to the denotate; it is often a whole web of implicatures, images and senses. In a way, the ambiguity of Shakespeare’s works induced a host of literary, philosophical and many other approaches as to how the plays can be read. Yet, the translator’s task is to make the translation similar to the original in terms of the audience’s perception. However, readings and interpretations, including those of the translators, have a degree of subjectivity; that is why the level of similarity/difference in the translation is bound by the interpretative patterns chosen by the translators. What is more, unlike the original author, the translator faces a number of constrains which influence the overall translation: syntactic, semantic, phonological, and cultural. So, what does it leave the translator with? In this article we show that conceptual domain should also be taken into account while choosing an approach to reading Shakespeare. In a way, the aim of the cognitive linguistic approach is to constrain the multitude of interpretations.

Among other plays, Shakespeare’s tragedy *Hamlet* is popular for translations. According to British Council trivia, it has been translated into 75 languages and is rivalled only by *Macbeth*, *Romeo and Juliet*, and *The Merchant of Venice* (ESTILL and JOHNSON 2015). From early on, it was ‘recognized as one of the greatest works of the English stage, and it has remained the most widely produced of Shakespeare’s plays’ (BOYCE 1990: 240). A variety of issues are discussed and raised in the play, but it is the beauty and intensity of language that make the play ‘a textual minefield’ as Callaghan (2013: 213) calls it, or ‘nearly a chaos’ as Honan (2003: 280) puts it. Callaghan (2013 : 208) writes: ‘In *Hamlet*, Shakespeare foregrounds the cultural work of tragedy by making death the fulcrum of the play. *Hamlet*, in other words, is *about* death.’ According to Callaghan (2013: 208), in *Hamlet*, Shakespeare chose to make death his central, driving theme. We subscribe to this view, and in this article will show how life and death are presented from the perspective of cognitive linguistics.

The themes of life and death in Shakespeare have remained in the focus of Shakespearean studies (see, for example, CALDERWOOD 1987; COURTNEY 1995; BERRY 1999), but as Callaghan (2013: 208) points out, *Hamlet* is different in the way the death theme is revealed. *Hamlet* explores the human soul – which is neither totally good nor fully evil – and how it strives for life and death simultaneously. Hamlet’s most famous soliloquy ‘To be or not to be’, discussed in our article, reveals the torments and paradoxes that Shakespeare’s main hero goes through, and ‘most readers and critics think that Hamlet is here contemplating suicide’ (BLOOM 2008: 27). We aim to digress from the hermeneutic and general literary approach to Hamlet’s monologue and look into the conceptual representations of life and death that underlie the use of language. With the advance of the cognitive approach, Shakespearean works have been viewed from this peculiar angle (see, for instance, FREEMAN 1995; COOK 2006, 2011); yet, the famous soliloquy remains to be investigated.
Material and Methods

The Ukrainian history of Shakespeare’s translations is more than 150 years old, and \textit{Hamlet} is naturally there among the most popular plays for translation. In our article, we discuss the discrepancy between the verbalization of concepts \textsc{LIFE} and \textsc{DEATH} in Hamlet’s soliloquy ‘To be or not to be’ and its three Ukrainian versions from different periods of time: that of Grebinka (1939) / Tupajlo (1984–1986), Kočur (1964) and Andruhovyč (2000). The first two translations are considered canonical and are used in school textbooks, while the latter is famous for its free translation approach (see KYSELIOVA 2014; KOLOMIJETS 2005; SOKOLJANS’KYJ 2008).

Conceptual Metaphor Theory (LAKOFF and JOHNSON 1980; KÖVESCES 2000) is applied to the analysis of the original and translation fragments representing the two concepts in question. In terms of data collection, we use a Multiple-Parallel-Text (Multi-ParT) Approach to cultural linguistic analysis (LU and VERHAGEN 2016; LU, SU and VERHAGEN 2016; LU, SHURMA, KEMMER and RAMBOUSEK, in preparation). Parallel texts are translations put alongside with the originals. The benefit of using parallel texts in linguistic research is that it allows researchers to efficiently investigate how similar conceptual contents (in the case of theatre and literature, theatrical or literary scenes) are rendered in the respective languages involved, with almost all sorts of context carefully controlled.

Cultural Conceptualization of Life and Death

The issue of being and death is central to human life. Everyone dies, so sooner or later one will have to face it. One loses their close relatives, which makes it inevitable for them to have to think about life and death and to try to accommodate the unfortunate change. However, a cross-cultural study of how people in certain cultures collectively conceptualize (SHARIFIAN 2011) life and death will have to start with comparing samples from individual languages (e.g. CAPONE 2010; LU, Submitted a, Submitted b). In the present study, we use samples from the English language and from the Ukrainian language. The English sample is the renowned theatrical world masterpiece \textit{Hamlet}, and we use the Ukrainian translations to capture how the same theatrical scene is rendered in the two languages/cultures under investigation. Below, we first briefly introduce the Ukrainian cultural conceptualization of life and death.

Traditionally, the concepts of life and death in Ukrainian culture are closely linked to Christian beliefs (mainly Orthodox), but also carry traces of pagan belief. Pagan
Ukrainians believed that death is a transfer from one world to another (BORYSENKO 2000: 172). Omel’janenko’s (2005) analysis of the Ukrainian phraseological units revealed that the reference to the ‘other’ world is still fixed in the language; what is more, it is often associated with the existence in the new world (Ukr. svit) and is metaphorized as kingdom (Ukr. carstvo). Ukrainians believe that after death, the souls of unworthy people are sent to hell (Ukr. peklo) while good souls go to heaven (Ukr. raj); in Orthodox belief, which predominates around Ukraine, the idea of Purgatory is not supported. From Omel’janenko’s analysis, we can reconstruct some conceptual metaphors associated with death, namely: death is a journey (e.g.: vidišla v inšyj svit – lit. went to another world), death is a farewell (e.g.: zi svitom proščatysja – lit. to say goodbye to the world) (OMEL’JANENKO 2005: 31–2) which run contrary to death is the end of a journey projection pointed by Kövecses (2002: 44, 282).³ God also plays an important role in the beliefs of Ukrainians, and in the language this is reflected as a row of phraseological units, such as viddav Bogovi dušu (lit. gave one’s life to God = died) (OMEL’JANENKO 2005: 33). Christian beliefs are reflected as reference to the soul as a ‘symbol of immortality’ (OMEL’JANENKO 2005: 33) in such units as duša proščajet’sja z tilom (lit. the soul says farewell to the body, used to describe the final moments of a dying person). Suicide is frowned upon by the church and Ukrainians, and those who die in this way are referred to as založni merci⁴. The notion comes from the way these people were buried: the body was not put in a grave, but was left on the ground and covered with branches in the Slavonic period, and later was not allowed to be buried in a cemetery (PONIKAROVSKA 2012: 83–4). The souls of the people who died an untimely death – through suicide, as a result of a curse or even lightning strike – became misshapen and tormented the living.

Taking the general Ukrainian cultural conceptualizations of life and death, which are reflected in the language, our hypothesis is that some traces of those will be noted in the Ukrainian versions of Hamlet due to the use of ethno-specific units, which results in a cross-linguistic difference in the construal of that particular theatrical scene (i.e. the soliloquy about LIFE and DEATH).

**Selected Views on Hamlet’s Soliloquy ‘To Be or Not to Be’**

The most well-known Hamlet’s soliloquy, often called ‘[t]he most famous pentameter in the English language’ (PREMINGER and BROGAN 1993: 305), appears in Act III Scene 1 of the play. There, though Hamlet speaks to himself, the audience is aware that Ophelia, Claudius and Polonius are hiding within earshot. Hamlet has already learned that his father was killed by King Claudius, who inherited the throne and married Hamlet’s mother, Queen Gertrude. Hamlet is tortured by the need to avenge his father’s death, and becomes rather melancholic, while other characters in the play...
see him as almost mad. For that reason, the King and Queen send Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to watch the prince, but they fail to find the reason for Hamlet’s madness, which they report to Claudius and Gertrude. At this point Claudius and Polonius decide to spy on Hamlet and Ophelia, while the audience hears some of the most prominent lines in theatrical history.

Much is written on what ‘To be or not to be’ is about. However, in this article we focus on some views on the interpretation of the monologue. The ambiguity comes from the first two lines, which, through the use of the antithesis ‘be – not be’, leaves the audience to wonder about the intentions of the prince. To a high degree, the multitude of readings emerges due to the polysemantic nature of the verb itself. *Online Etymology Dictionary* traces the word to Proto-Indo-European root *bheue*- ‘to be, exist, grow, come into being’, Sanskrit bhavah ‘becoming’ and Old English beon, beom, bion ‘be, exist, come to be, become, happen’. Originally, the word referred not only to physical existence, but also to eventfulness. However, one of the most comprehensive web-resources on Shakespeare, shakespearewords.com, featuring David and Ben Crystal’s books and supplementary material dedicated to this topic, interpret the meaning of the verb to be in Shakespeare’s lines as ‘be alive, live’.

Below, we offer several selected views on the interpretation of the monologue within the fields of literary and theatre studies. Our aim here is to give the reader an idea that conceptual metaphor analysis applied to the original and translations offers theatre studies a way to examine the text from a different perspective. We take Freeman and Takeda’s (2006) view that ‘a cognitive analysis enables the translator to make an informed choice: to select a reading that is closest or most “prototypical” to the poem’s inner coherence, or to choose a reading that is less prototypical. The translator must not only be aware of the cognitive effects of the language being translated but also consider the cognitive effects of the target language’ (FREEMAN and TAKEDA 2006: 111).

The most popular view among readers and scholars is that the monologue is about Hamlet’s attempt at making a decision whether or not to commit suicide. For instance, Hirsh (2010) shows that throughout the play, Hamlet makes references to suicide intentionally, to deceive his enemies and Ophelia – and ‘he launches into a feigned soliloquy to convey (ultimately) to his enemy that his mental state has rendered him incapable of taking any action’ (HIRSH 2010: 37). What Hirsh tries to say, is that Hamlet imposes a role upon himself, which he masterfully carries out to trick his enemies into the game he is playing. Interestingly, in most popular cinematic interpretations of Hamlet, the actors are seen talking to themselves while pronouncing the words. For instance, in the 1948 film adaptation, Hamlet (Laurence Olivier) is meditating on a rock overlooking the sea. In 1996, Hamlet (Kenneth Branagh) faces himself in the mirror, and in 1990, Hamlet (Mel Gibson) enters a sepulture. Hirsh allows the actors playing the role of Hamlet to acknowledge the presence of other characters, especially Ophelia, on stage (HIRSH 2010: 36–7, 39).

Boyce (1990: 237–9) also points to the dominance of death and suicide themes in the play and the soliloquy in question in particular. However, the author highlights the ‘effect, that we have no choice but to accept our destiny and live’ (BOYCE 1990: 238),
as a conclusion, which Hamlet comes to by the end of his meditations. Thus, in this interpretation, Hamlet’s monologue is a meditation on the ‘value of life’ as well as ‘acceptance of life and its evils’ (BOYCE 1990: 234, 238).

Crosman (2005) argues, that apart from the suicidal issue, the soliloquy also ‘suggests a kind of ontological despair, a scepticism on Hamlet’s part that he even exists!’ (CROS- MAN 2005: 134). The scholar draws attention to the similarity between Hamlet’s feelings and the ones of adolescents striving to find their identity and place. In this approach, Hamlet is likened to the actor, ‘looking for the right role, for the perfect script’ (CROSMAN 2005: 149). The chapter of the book dedicated to Hamlet shows that the motive behind the ambiguities of the play is the prince’s search for the right choices in life, while Shakespeare himself perpetuates the view that ‘world’s a stage’.

Ukrainian scholars of Shakespeare often quote the Russian literary critic Belinsky (1948), who sees Hamlet’s role in the play as a fight with himself, an attempt to conquer the weakness of the will, a movement from the state of childish harmony to the harmony of adulthood through this fight. Another researcher, Gorohov (2005), continues Belinsky’s thought and states that the soliloquy is about the fight against evil or the possibility of avoiding the fight. Its themes include the idea of being, an individual’s position in it and the analysis of human thought (GOROHOV 2005: 12). The author also points to the fact that Hamlet chooses life over death.

As seen from the most popular views on the themes behind the soliloquy, the motifs of life and death, being and not being, are central ones and the ones the critics agree with. But will a conceptual metaphor analysis support these views?

**Conceptual Analysis of LIFE and DEATH in the Different Ukrainian Translations of the Soliloquy**

In this section, we look at six conceptual metaphors with the target domains of LIFE and DEATH in the soliloquy:

**a) LIVING IS EXISTING, DYING IS NOT EXISTING**

It has already been mentioned that Hamlet’s soliloquy opens with the renowned ‘to be or not to be’ (Hamlet 3.1. 1749) through which the author creates the opposition for the entire monologue. Because the verb ‘be’ refers simultaneously to being, existence and, thus to life, when negated, it refers to non-existence and not-being, and therefore to death. Conceptual metaphors behind the line seem to be LIVING IS EXISTING; DYING IS NOT EXISTING. We see these metaphors as elaboration of the generic-level metaphor BEING ALIVE IS BEING HERE (LAKOFF 2003: 53). From the data, we notice that although the line became aphoristic and the three Ukrainian translators also tried to render the scene as faithfully as they could (see Appendix), some irreducible differences still remain.

For instance, Andruhovyč tries to follow the Shakespearean metaphorical mapping; yet, in Andruhovyč’s translation the mapping is triggered twice in the text: in lines 1 (buty čy ne buty) and 14 (Pobuty, vik dobuty svij = to stay, one’s time on earth to live
The second time, the translator uses a verb formed of the Ukrainian root *buty* (to be) which through the prefixation, changes the meaning of the verb. The first verb *po-buty* is formed with the prefix expressing the duration, as in *poguliaty* (have a nice walk), while the second one, *do-buty*, with the prefix expressing the ending, as in *dorobyty* (to finish work). This line refers to the traditional conceptualization of death as the end of a journey, triggered by the change of the aspect of the verb. Therefore, as has been shown, although the general conceptual mapping remains similar in Andruhovyc’s version, the translator uses a set of linguistic constructions that still, in a way, invoke a different construal.

**b) death is sleep**

The first line in Hamlet’s soliloquy sets forth the further antitheses which comprise the verse: being and not being. The conceptual metaphor, the verbal manifestation of which explicitly appears in lines 1753–61, reflects the state of not being as *death is sleep*:

> ... To die – to sleep.  
> No more; and by a sleep to say we end  
> The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks  
> That flesh is heir to. 'Tis a consummation  
> Devoutly to be wish’d. To die – to sleep.  
> To sleep – perchance to dream: ay, there’s the rub!  
> For in that sleep of death what dreams may come  
> When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,  
> Must give us pause... (Hamlet 3.1. 1753–61)

In the extended metaphor that the author uses, we notice the following trends. Firstly, the metaphor of *death as sleep*, does not appear to be in a position linguistically common to metaphors – A is B. Shakespeare uses parallelism, and not only places the words ‘to die – to sleep’ in a position of homogeneous elements, but also repeats them in the end of lines 1753 and 1757, creating a golden means between the image of a hostile and painful life (*heartache and the thousand natural shocks that flesh is heir to*) and ‘sleep of death’. This parallelism of *death* and *sleep* makes our mind perceive them as interchangeable concepts and completes the projection of one onto another. However, what Shakespeare does through this syntactic device is change the tenor and vehicle relation of subordinated mapping, where the vehicle dominates the projection pattern to a position of equality: when we sleep we die or when we die we sleep. Ivan Ogijenko, an Orthodox metropolitan and historian of Ukrainian culture, writes that: for Ukrainians, sleep and death were almost equal, and death was viewed as a long sleep which may be stopped (ILARION 1994: 238–9). In this respect, the Shakespearean metaphor was not viewed by the translators as novel. Yet, in their translations, the Ukrainian masters chose to deal with rendering the lines in radically different ways.
... Zasnuty,
Pomerty – i ničogo, lyš zaznaty,
Jak son pozbyvat’ bolju, nerviv, tila,
A z nymy i straždan’. Taka rozvijazka
Cilkom godyt’sia. Tak, zasnuty, spaty –
I ščo, i sny dyvtytśia? Problema
Odna: jaki nam sny nasnjat’ja, mervym,
Koly zemni marnoty vidšumliat’?
(ŠEKSPIR 2008: 103–4)

Andruhovyč (see the Ukrainian text and literal translation above) shifts the original order of the parallel verbs: in his version, zasnuty (to fall asleep) appears before the verb pomerty (to die). Death and sleep parallelism in the translation reverses the Shakespearean tenor and vehicle relation, while giving additional prominence to the verb zasnuty. If we assume that ‘conceptually more accessible entities’ precede ‘conceptually less accessible entities’ (TANAKA, BRANIGAN, MCLEAN and PICKERING 2011: 319) in a sentence, then Andruhovyč places the verb pomerty into the position of the latter one, unlike Shakespeare. That means the structure of information (CHAMONIKOLASOVÁ 2007; FIRBAS 1992) in the versions are different. Zasnuty and pomerty are verbs of perfective aspect which entails the reference to the Ukrainian traditional belief that death is sleep; cf. euphemism popular in Ukraine vičnyj son (lit. eternal sleep = death). The translator also breaks the rhythm, dividing the homogeneous elements between the lines. This creates the pause which changes the perception of the verbs as interchangeable, but places the verb zasnuty (to sleep) in the position of a vehicle. What is more, the repetition of the same phrase is lost, substituted by perfective zasnuty (to fall asleep) and imperfective spaty (to sleep) verbs.

... Zasnuty, vmerty –
I vse. I znaty: vičnyj son vrjatu,
Iz sercja vyjme bil’, pozbyvat’ ploti,
A zarazom straždan’. Čy ne žadanyj
Dlj nginx kinec? Zasnuty, vmerty.
I spaty. Može, j snnty? Os’ v čim klopi;
Jaki nam sny prysnjat’ja pislja smerti,
Koly pozbudemos’ zemnyh sujet?
(ŠEKSPIR 1986: 54)

Grebinka/Tupajlo also change the order of the verbs in the translation, yet preserve their position in a line. This change also entails the alteration in the conception: as

5 We offer literal translations for the reader’s convenience; however, it should be noted that such translations are simplified as the Ukrainian language used by the translators is polysemantic and symbolic.

6 The finding suggests that use of metaphor may be related to the information structure of the sentence. Goatly (2010) has a detailed discussion of that in Chapter 7 and 8.
sleep (zasnuty) comes before death (vmerty), the reader is more likely to perceive the events happening in the same order. This idea is also explicated by a coordinate nature of the sentence in the next lines (I vse – and that is all; I spaty – and to sleep).

... Vmerty –
Zasnut’ ne biľš. I znaty, ščo skinčyt’sja
Serdečnyj biľ’ i tysjača turbot,
Jaki sudýlys’ tilu. Cej kinec’
Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
Zasnuty. Može, j bačyty snovyddja?
U c’omu j perepona. Ščo prysnytys’
Vantaž zemnoji sujety my skynem?
(ŠEKSPIR 2004: 227–8)

... To die –
To fall asleep, no more. And to know, that will end
The pain in the heart and thousand of troubles,
That were destined for the body. This end
May have been desired by everyone. To die –
To fall asleep. Maybe, to see dreams?
This is where the hindrance is. What can come
To us in deathly dream, when
To die –
The burden of earthly fluster we will shake off?

Yet another variation appears in Kočur’s version of the soliloquy. The translator places a dash between the verbs vmerty (to die) and zasnut’7 (to fall asleep) and separates the two verbs keeping them in different lines, just as Andruhovyč does. The use of a punctuation mark indicates a longer pause while their order follows the Shakespearean pattern. In the Ukrainian language, the use of a dash in case of homogeneous elements suggests that the second word specifies the first one (GROMYK 2013: 132), which means that the translator metaphorically projects the domain of sleep onto death, indicating and highlighting this projection with the help of the punctuation mark. In addition to this, the longer pause and the reversed order of the events shows that the speaker first perceives death as an event, and only later projects the concept of sleep onto it.

Cognitive linguistics highlights the embodied nature of our minds (GIBBS 2006; TURNER 2011), and Hamlet’s speech supports the view. In lines 1753–61 the reference to body is associated with life in flesh (line 1756) and sleep as a state we enter after death. The experience of sleep dominates the lines as the word itself is used 5 times and there is a reference to dreaming. The author speaks of life as a disease using bodily allusions to heartache, natural shock, flesh, and mortal coil that is shaken off. At the same time in the ‘sleep of death’ a human might even see dreams.

Andruhovyč’s version preserves the bodily impulse, yet creates a different construal by making it even more prominent. Thus, he uses body vocabulary: jak son pozbavyt’ bolju, nerviо, tila, A z vnymi i strаždan’ (lit. As the sleep will deprive of pain, nerves, body, and with them, of sufferings). This enumeration places greater emphasis on bodily experiences than in Shakespeare’s verse. Regarding the image of sleep, the Ukrainian language does not have separate root words for sleep and dream, as son (dream), vičnyj son (eternal sleep) and spaty (to sleep) are formed of the same root. In the Ukrainian

7 Zasnut’ is a form of the verb zasnuty. In the Ukrainian language the Old Slavic verbal ending -ty is still found in infinitives, while –t’ is the result of later changes in the language. Both endings (suffixes) today are used interchangeably (GORPYNYČ 2004: 162, 164).
translation the dreams are watched (sny dyvytysja) and dreamt (sny nasnjat’sja). Both verbs dyvytysja and nasnytysja are formed with the help of the suffix –sja that in the given verbs is a marker of the reflective voice in which the action is ‘directed towards the subject (agent), comes from it and concentrates on it having no access to the object’ (GORPYNYČ 2004: 188). The verb dyvytysja is a common-reflexive verb in which the action involves the agent, while the verb nasnytysja refers to the action without involvement of the object and highlights the property or characteristic of the agent, in this case, that of dreams (GORPYNYČ 2004: 188). Therefore, we see that the Ukrainian linguistic tools have allowed the translator create a different understanding from Shakespeare’s rendering of the same literary scene.

Grebinka/Tupajlo’s version contains reference to the bodily nature of life; yet, body is presented in his lines as a container: Iz sercja vyjme bil’, pozbavyt’ ploti, A zarazom strazhdan’ (lit. Will draw the pain from the heart, deprive of flesh and suffering altogether). Preposition z/iz in the Ukrainian language is polysemantic. Gorpynyč (2004: 262) points to 68 meanings of the preposition. However, as it is used here with the verb vyjme (to take out, draw from), the primary meaning of the preposition is connected with space (GORPYNYČ 2004: 265). We say: vyjmaty z šuhljady (to take out of a drawer), vyjmaty z kyšeni (to take from a pocket). Also, plot’ (flesh) is presented here as a container that one can get rid of. That is a construal that is not present in Shakespeare’s version either.

In addition, as we can see, both Grebinka/Tupajlo and Andruhovyč use the verb pozbavljaty (deprive of) which, when it appears in the collocation pozbavljaty žyttja means: ‘to take life from somebody or oneself’. The choice of the verb might be indicative of the translator’s reading of the lines as contemplation of suicide. The sleep/dream reference in the translation is rendered with the help of different derivatives: snyty (to have dreams); sny prysnjat’sja (dreams will be dreamt). The word combination sny prysnjat’sja is actually almost the same as Andruhovyč’s sny nasnjat’sja with the difference in prefixal form of the verb rather than its meaning. In lines 5–12, Grebinka/Tupajlo are more direct in verbalization of death-as-sleep metaphorical projection. They use a word combination vičnyj son (eternal sleep) which is a common euphemistic expression in the Ukrainian language (see above), thus rendering the scene in a different way from Shakespeare’s version.

Kočur’s translation is the closest to Shakespeare, but the construal presented therein is still far from identical to that in Shakespeare’s version. For instance, he renders lines 1754–6 almost identically: skinčyt’sja Serdečnyj bil’ i tysjača turbot, Jaki sudylys’ tilu (lit. will end the pain in the heart and thousands of troubles that were destined for the body). There is a slight difference in how the concept body is projected in the translation. In Shakespeare’s lines, the body, or more specifically flesh, is personified as an heir (That flesh is heir to), while in the translation the metonymic relation body for person is highlighted (Jaki sudyllys’ tilu – that were destined for the body). What is more, like Grebinka/Tupajlo, Kočur enhances the connection between death and sleep through the use of the combination u smertel’nim sny (in a deadly dream).
c) LIFE IS A BURDEN

A conceptual metaphor **LIFE IS A BURDEN** appears in lines 1760 (*When we have shuffled off this mortal coil*), 1761 (*who would bear*), 1769–70 (*Who would these fardels bear, To grunt and sweat under a weary life*). Hamlet, who needs to make a choice whether to be or not to be, to live on or die, to avenge or to forget about everything and others, sees life as a burden that would end only in death. In fact, the conceptual metaphor in *Hamlet* is an elaboration of another one, namely **DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS** (see Metaphor and Metonymy Index in KÖVESCES 2000). The construal gives the reader a pessimistic impression of Hamlet’s view of life, seeing it as ‘natural shocks’ or difficulties as ‘mortal coils’ or ‘rubs’. He focuses mainly on moral incongruities and injustices and seeks ‘consummation devoutly to be wished’.

Andruhovyč’s version invokes a different construal of the same scene – there is an image substitution in line 12: *Koly zemni marnoty vidšumliat’* (lit. When worldly troubles will have faded in sound). The primary meaning of the verb *vidšumity* is to fade in sound or pass away (about a sound or noise). In addition, the word *vidšumity* is used metaphorically in everyday language to speak about negative events such as war or revolution. There is also a substitution of line 15 image in line 16 of the translation: *To hto iz nas terpiv by ci znuščannja* (lit. So who of us will endure these tortures), repeated once again in line 21 – *Hto stav by ce terpity* (Who would endure this). The verb *terpity* means to withstand physical or moral pain, etc., and in the Ukrainian language the connection with burden is not activated. Instead, the concept of pain is invoked, which results in a different construal. Yet, the translator tries to compensate the conceptual gap with the help of a more detailed image: *I hto tiagnuv by dali Šleiu žyttievu i stikav by potom* (lit. And who will pull further breeching of life and will flow out with sweat). In Ukrainian, talking about difficulties in life involves the concept of yoke, as in the set expression: *nesty jarmo* (lit. to bear yoke – to subdue to life’s difficulties). Therefore, in Andruhovyč’s translation we get to see how the Ukrainian language talks about life using a concept that is different from the convention of the English language.

Grebinka/Tupajlo’s translation gets closer to Shakespeare’s image than Andruhovyč’s. The **LIFE IS A BURDEN** conceptual metaphor is traced in the lines *Koly pozbudemos’ zemnyh sujet* (lit. When we will get rid of earthly vanities) and *Hto stognav by Pid tjagarem žyttja i pit svij lyv* (lit. Who would moan under the burden of life and shed his sweat). Like Shakespeare, Grebinka/Tupajlo manage to offer direct access to metaphoric mapping **LIFE IS A BURDEN** rather than to a questioned or extended metaphor. At the same time, the translator elaborates the metaphoric mapping including the concept of time into the domain of life: *Bo hto b terpiv byči j narugy času* (lit. So who would endure these whips and unbearable abuses of time). Using the verb *terpity*, discussed above, the translator allows the verbal metaphor to continue.

Kočur’s rendering of the literary scene is also different from Shakespeare’s, in the sense that the image in Kočur’s version is more detailed. For instance, in the phrase *koly Vantaž zemnoji sujety my skynem* (lit. When the burden of worldly vanity will we shake off): Grebinka/Tupajlo’s *tjagar* and Kočur’s *vantaž* are the two words which may be translated into English as burden; still their connotations are quite different. *Tjagar*
refers to something that is physically heavy, and the noun can appear in figurative meaning as ‘life misfortunes’. At the same time, the noun vantaž is used to describe baggage, cargo, or something that burdens with its presence. In Kočur’s translation, the word tjagar appears later in the verse: Hto b ce stav potity, Vgynajučys’ pid tjagarem žytt’ovym (lit. Who would sweat bending under the burden of life). To render the meaning of the verb ‘bear’, the translator uses two synonyms: znosyty (line 14) and sterpity (line 16), a derivative of terpity (see above). Interestingly, znosyty is formed of the verb nesty, nosyty – to carry; therefore, the choice of the verb supplements the conceptual metaphor life is a burden.

d) death is a country and death is a journey

Lines 1771–3 are created through a combination of two conceptual metaphors: death is a country and death is a journey, which is evidenced by the following lines:

But that the dread of something after death –
The undiscover’d country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns – (Hamlet 3.1. 1771–3)

In this passage, death is presented as a place from which there is no coming back (a one-way journey), and the deceased becomes a traveller, going to it. In cognitive linguistics literature, life has mainly been analysed as a journey, with death as the end of it (life is a journey and death is the end of a journey in KÖVESCES 2000: 282–3); yet, the Shakespearean metaphor presents an interesting deviation from the generalization, pointing to a Christian belief that there is a new life after death.8

The Ukrainian versions each differ from the English version in their own way, in terms of the construal that is invoked in the text. Andruhovyč’s image is different in the following aspects: Jakby ne strah – a ščo tam pislia smerti, U tij kraïni z inšyh geografij Ščo z neï ne pryjdu mandrivnyky (lit. If not for the fear – what is there after death, in that country from other geographies from which no traveller comes). The translator chose the verb pryjty (come) rather than povernutysja (return), with the use of a deictic verb creating a difference in viewpoint (cf. LU and VERHAGEN 2016: 183–5). We see that the other substitution that catches the eye is the change in the image of ‘undiscovered country’. The translator chose a more mystical, and yet more ambiguous and less specific inšyh geografij (other geographies) which the reader is left to wonder about.

Grebinka/Tupajlo rendered the lines differently: Koły b ne strah popasty pislya smerti V toj kraj neznanyj, zvidky šče nhiťo Ne povertavysja (lit. If not for the fear of getting after death to that land unknown, from which no one has ever returned). Earlier in the article we mentioned that in the Ukrainian belief structure, the place where souls go after death is often metaphorically compared to a kingdom. Yet, the translator chose a direct rather than traditional equivalent to the original ‘undiscovered country’ – kraj neznanyj. We also see that the role of the traveller is absent from the translated text and

8 Not only Christians see death as a journey; Buddhists too. For details, see LU (Submitted b)
thus left out of the conceptual profile, which results in a more generic viewpoint than that in the original.

Finally, Kočur offers yet another different construal of the scene: *Jakby ne strah pered neznanym čymos’ U tij nezvidanij krajini, zvidky Šče ne vertavšja žoden podorožnij* (lit. If not for the fear of something unknown in that undiscovered country from which no traveler ever returned). In the translation, direct reference to death is substituted by a word combination *neznanym čymos’* (something unknown). Andruhovyč and Kočur use two synonyms to render the idea of a traveller: *mandrivnyk* and *podorožnij*. The former is associated with the verb *mandruvaty*, to roam without a plan or itinerary, while the latter – with the verb *podorožuvaty*, to have a more or less planned trip. Though the words are often used interchangeably, the shades of meanings do colour the image in the translation. The same concerns Grebinka/Tupajlo’s *neznanij* and Kočur’s *nezvidanyj*. The first adjective is formed from the verb *znaty* (to know) with a negative prefix added to it and refers to something that is not known; yet, the second one is coined from the verb *vidaty* (to have an idea, knowledge). The adjective *nezvidanyj* acquired the meaning of ‘undiscovered, unknown’.

**Conclusions**

With a detailed presentation of our findings, we have shown that the hypothesis is supported by various pieces of evidence that the MultiParT approach has helped identify – most importantly, no Ukrainian version renders the theatrical scene in exactly the same way the English version does, although the general conceptual mapping is largely retained across all the versions. That means each Ukrainian version is different from the English version in its own way, in terms of how the scene is verbalized and construed. In addition, although the overall conceptual correspondence is retained across the versions, the actual linguistic manifestations are very different, which shows a certain extent of inter-linguistic and intra-linguistic variations. In general, there are differences at all levels of verbalization and conceptualization, in terms of lexical choice, viewpoint, conceptual profiling, and the conceptual granularity of the scene presented. With the above analysis, we have shown that MultiParT can indeed be adopted as an effective methodology that is capable of helping identify lack of textual and conceptual correspondence between verbalizations of the same conceptual content (in the same language or in different languages), to provide a methodological opportunity for cross-linguistic and cross-cultural cognitive theatrical studies. Finally, we believe that the study also has important implications for the study of the language of death – although death is a universal source of human pain and suffering that invariably afflicts human beings across all societies, which is exactly what makes the monologue in *Hamlet* a classic in literature. The way in which people verbalize and conceptualize the same event of death is irreducibly language- and culture-specific.
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Appendix

To be, or not to be – that is the question:
Whether ’tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing end them. To die – to sleep –
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heartache, and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to. ’Tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wish’d. To die – to sleep.
To sleep- perchance to dream: ay, there’s the rub!
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,
Must give us pause. There’s the respect
That makes calamity of so long life.
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
Th’ oppressor’s wrong, the proud man’s contumely,
The pangs of despis’d love, the law’s delay,
The insolence of office, and the spurns
That patient merit of th’ unworthy takes,
When he himself might his quietus make
With a bare bodkin? Who would these fardels bear,
To grunt and sweat under a weary life,
But that the dread of something after death –
The undiscover’d country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns- puzzles the will,
And makes us rather bear those ills we have
Than fly to others that we know not of?
Thus conscience does make cowards of us all,
And thus the native hue of resolution
Is sicklied o’er with the pale cast of thought,
And enterprises of great pith and moment
With this regard their currents turn awry
And lose the name of action. – Soft you now!
The fair Ophelia! – Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins rememb’red.

(Hamlet 3.1. 1749–83)

1. I ot pytannia – buty čy ne buty.
2. U čomy bil’še gidnosti: skorytys’
3. Udaram doli i ljagty pid strily
4. Čy oporom zustrity čorni hvily
5. Neščast’ – i tym spynuty jihi? Zasnuty,
6. Pomerty – i ničogo, lyš zaznati,
7. Jak son pozbavyt’ bolju, nerriv, tila,
8. A z nymy i straždan’. Taka rozvyjaka
9. Čy oporom zustrity čorni hvily
10. I ščo, i sny dvytytysia? Problema
11. Odna: jaki nam sny nasnjať’sja, mertvym,
12. Koly zemni marnoty vidsumlíť’?
13. I tut sydyť’ vagannja: šče hoć trohy
14. Podobny, vič dobytuj swij, a zvidsy –
15. Prynnožennja neščast’. Jakby ne ce,
16. To hto iz nas terpiv by ci znuščannja:
17. Ci utysky verhiv, aplomb nikčem,
18. Znevažene kohannja, bezzakonnja,
19. Nahabstvo vlady, napady na čest’,
20. Jakmy poslugovujet’sja pidlıśt’,
21. Hto stav by ce terpity, ažde možna
22. Zvyčajnym lezom zupnuty hid
23. Usih straždan’? I hto tjagnuv by dali
24. Šleju žyttievu i stikav by potom,
25. Jakby ne strah – a ščo tam pisľa smerti,
26. U tij kraïni z inšyh geografij
27. Ščo z neič ne prijdelu’ mandrivnyky?
28. I strah nam kaže vyterpity muky
29. Tutešni, dobre znani, j ne šukaty
30. Neznanyh, potožičnyh. Vynen rozum –
31. Ce vin blidymy robyt’ nas i barvy
32. Poryviv našy, a vidažni plany
33. Po rozdumah volijemo vidklasty
34. I zovsim pohovaty. Htos’ tut je?
35. Ofelija? Za mene pomolysia,
36. Prekrasna nimfo, grišnogo zgadaj.

Translated by Andruhovych
(ŠEKSPIR 2008: 103–4)
1. Čy buty, čy ne buty – os’ pytannja.
2. Ščo blagorodniše? Korytys’ doli
3. A čy, zitmuvys’s v gerci z morem lyha,
4. Poklasty kraj jomu? Zasnuty, vmerty –
5. I vse. I znaty: vičnyj son vrjatuje,
6. Iz serčja vyjme bil’, posvyat’ ploti,
7. A zarazom straždan’. Čy ne žadannyj
8. Dļja nas takyj kinec’? Zasnuty, vmerty.
9. Ja Ščo ne žadanyj
10. And može, j bačyty snovyddja?
11. V čim vagan’ pryčyna. Črez ce
12. Žyvut’ napasti naši stil’ky lit,
13. Bo hto b terpiv byči j narugy času,
14. Inakše – hto ž by sterpiv glum času,
15. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
16. U c’omu j perepona. Ščo prisnyts’
17. Vantaž zemnoji sujety my skynem?
18. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
19. Mนคร. Može, j bačyty snovyddja?
20. Ščo derzhibyty, vstravnyj
21. V čim vagan’ pryčyna. Črez ce
22. Žyvut’ napasti naši stil’ky lit,
23. Bo hto b terpiv byči j narugy času,
24. Inakše – hto ž by sterpiv glum času,
25. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
26. U c’omu j perepona. Ščo prisnyts’
27. Vantaž zemnoji sujety my skynem?
28. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
29. Mนคร. Može, j bačyty snovyddja?
30. Ščo derzhibyty, vstravnyj
31. V čim vagan’ pryčyna. Črez ce
32. Žyvut’ napasti naši stil’ky lit,
33. Bo hto b terpiv byči j narugy času,
34. Inakše – hto ž by sterpiv glum času,
35. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
36. U c’omu j perepona. Ščo prisnyts’
37. Vantaž zemnoji sujety my skynem?
38. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
39. Mนคร. Može, j bačyty snovyddja?
40. Ščo derzhibyty, vstravnyj
41. V čim vagan’ pryčyna. Črez ce
42. Žyvut’ napasti naši stil’ky lit,
43. Bo hto b terpiv byči j narugy času,
44. Inakše – hto ž by sterpiv glum času,
45. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
46. U c’omu j perepona. Ščo prisnyts’
47. Vantaž zemnoji sujety my skynem?
48. Žadanyj buv by kožnomu. Pomerty –
49. Mนคร. Može, j bačyty snovyddja?
50. Ščo derzhibyty, vstravnyj

Translated by Grebinka/Tupajlo
(ŠEKSPIR 1986: 54)

Translated by Kočur
(ŠEKSPIR 2004: 227–8)